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Kneeling at his feet, handing over control, he asked one question. How far are you willing to go to
beâ€¦.Cherished?Â Based on a True Story!Luca Phillips dropped me to my knees with a promise
â€¦He was sexy and confident, absolutely brilliant and Luca wanted me. I was infatuated from the
first conversation, wanting to be what he needed. For the first time in my life I understood what it
meant to desire. All he demanded was my trust. Iâ€™d been broken by my past and doubted I could
give that gift, no matter how badly I craved him.Lucaâ€™s world was dark when looking in from the
outside, but the light in his eyes promised something more. Hope. Together we could change the
downward spiral my life was taking. His words.Â Cherished QuotesÂ *When you can look into the
mirror and see yourself as the beautiful woman I do, then I'll know I've given you the one gift no one
can ever take away.*The outside world will never understand that submission is not subjugation to
another person, it's letting yourself be free of all those things that hold you back from experiencing
the greatest sexual pleasures.*If you walk away from this, from us, my only hope is that you look
back twenty years from now and remember that there is no person on earth more deserving to be
cherished than you.*When you're down on your knees, looking up at me, that is the moment when I
feel the need to protect you most.*Those who don't understand the true meaning of a Master/slave
relationship will never see that in submission a woman holds more power than the man she's given
herself to.*Even when your hands are bound, your vision obscured, allowing me to do things to your
body that should seem terrifying. You always have complete control. I'll never take you further than
you're willing to go.Â
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I have never reviewed a book before but I felt the need to do so today.Cherished has given me an i
site to a world I know nothing about. Fifty shades of grey was good but Cherished was real. I felt
emotions I never felt with FSOG. I couldn't put it down until I had finished it. I cried with Gina I
laughed with her I felt I was part of her story. Sounds corny but I've not felt that before.I'm just sorry
there is no more.Well done Michelle you have a best seller as far as I'm concerned.

This book is VERY fast paced. But I have come to learn that is Michelle's style. Very "SLAM, BAM,
THANK YOU MA...READER!" I enjoy that Michelle has a knack for fluidly moving from one time line
into another (days to days or days to months, etc.) Lots of steamy scenes, S,S,C, as far as the
BDSM aspects go, a few wtf moments like "Yeah that wouldn't happen." but then again this is
FANTASY so it's allowable. I wished there would have been a little more character development,
more background on Luca, and more story. There was definitely enough of a story to tell, so I wish
more of it had been told. There are a few grammatical errors and even typo of a random E hanging
out. Got my $ worth, was able to read it in 2 sittings, was entertained, would read this author again if
you want a "quick return" on your investment. Lots of fast paced bang for little bucks.Did not enjoy
the negative tone regarding a M/s relationship over a D/s relationship because it made it sound like
all M/s relationships are bad when in reality it's just another choice in the lifestyle. Obviously the
"baddie" of the book is a terrible M but not all 24/7 M/s relationships are that way, I wish that would
have been a little better explained.

This story touched me in a deep way. Everyone wants to find a relationship that is important to
them. BDSM is a lifestyle that is misunderstood and judged harshly. Michelle has done a wonderful
job of weaving a story around truth. Luca is a forever type of man. He understands Gina's (I know
what you did there, babe) demons better than she does. Overcoming trauma is never easy and it

takes a lot of strength to give another person something as precious as your trust. Luca earned it.
Thank you, Michelle. You have shown us that we can overcome domestic violence and find our own
forever types of guys.

Luca is a Dom, a submissive trainer, an owner of a large pharmaceutical company in Chicago and a
chairman on the board and has a medical degree. Gina is a twenty-two year old woman that has
been sexually assaulted over a long period of time by her Step-father, she never left the small town
in Alabama where she lived her entire life. Luca met Gina online and over a year of web chats,
phone calls and emails they decided it was time for Gina to fly out to Chicago and spend a weekend
with Luca. Do I really need to tell you that things went well? nope don't think I do.Luca opened
Gina's eyes to a whole new world and she loved it. Gina had a lot of issues when it came to sex but
that is to be expected since she was abused by someone that she thought of as a father, Luca
wouldn't allow her to rush into anything and was so sweet and caring as well as dominating it was a
heady mix that Gina needed to find herself accepting of a male lover.This was very close to a five
star read for me but there were just a few things that didn't make it so and to be honest it's not
something that I can pinpoint. This was an enjoyable read that grabbed me from the beginning and
kept me interested. I would have liked a little more of a character build on Luca, we know what he
does for a living and that he is brilliant but there was mention of a former sub of his and that's it we
never hear about her again, I would have liked to know what happened to her and why they weren't
still together. Like I said it was very close to a five star read and I know I will be reading many more
books by Michelle Hughes.

The world would be a better place if we all had a Luca in our lives to be cherished and loved.
Watching Luca being the dominant master and Gina the girl who was abused ,lost, and had a hard
life become a confident woman , who could conquer anything under the care and love of master
Luca . This was a great book and a must read . â•¤ï¸•â•¤ï¸•â•¤ï¸•

this book by Michelle Hughes is definitely a good and extremely erotic... yet, it also tells a story of an
abused girl, Gina. She is so low and has absolutely no self esteem.. she feels worthless and
believes sex is 'dirty' and begins to talk to luca for sometime ( I believe a year, before she chooses
to agree to his teachings. He is a 'dominant' who teaches submissive behavior to woman. He
believes in cherishing them and showing the woman how special and worthy they really are....Luca
goes through a lot of trust issues with Gina and visa versa.....Michelle Hughes does a great job

touching on sexual abuse, yet also bringing a steamy erotic book that will have you fanning yourself
and routing for the two of them to form a relationship instead of Luca just teaching and finding her a
'dom'

I have read many books about the BDSM lifestyle and I have to say this book does the best job
showing that the couple are not always living the life. They are capable of living the same as
everyone else. I fell for Luca immediately and was pleasantly surprised that his feelings for Gina
were deep as were her's. There was always mutual respect and desire.
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